
 

 

 

She cried out… Nobody came! 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It turned out to be a global thing… 
 
 

 

 

It could  

HAPPEN to ANYONE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To PRINT this Booklet 
Please visit Page:  Booklet – Public Awareness 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 

What happened to Eileen? 
Proudly written (2012) by (pseudonym) Wendy Newman 
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IMAGINE WAKING UP ONE DAY… 

Eileen came from a middle class family.  She enjoyed her life and was known as an 
honest, respectable, law abiding citizen that had everything anyone could want. Having 
studied hard during her school days, she continued her education, and secured herself a 
highly paid management job, lived in a lovely home in a good area, and had many loving 
friends & family around her. Until one day back in early 2004 when… 

Her Life Suddenly Changed, 

She started to endure, Horrific experiences… 

NO-ONE believed her! 

Those that should have Helped - DIDN’T… 

Her health started to deteriorate.  She often felt extremely tired & drained, with very deep 
headaches that never seemed to go away.  Pulsating headaches, that painkillers never 
alleviated.  A good nights sleep, soon became - a thing of the past too.  Yet doctors said 
“Nothing is wrong with you Eileen”.   

She soon started to feel Wired. 

Yes wired – electrified as some sort of current ran its way through her body – unnaturally 
energising her to stay awake.  Her body felt as if it had an invisible electrical cord 
plugged into it, pulsating, electrocuting, burning, stabbing to the extent she was often… 

Pinned to her bed - In severe pain - Unable to move! 
Getting out of bed in the morning became a painful event –  often dizzy with such deep 
pain moving through her body,  internal burns - burning deeply as her body temperature 
increased - reactivating the deadly pulsating shocks moving inside her.  As the weeks 
turned into months her internal organs began to feel crushed & bruised - giving off signs 
of major organ failure.  Her health complaints continued to escalate further. Yet when 
tested – nothing showed up.  By now - the many doctors she had seen were…  

Trying to label her as Paranoid delusional! 

Eileen learnt - NOT to tell them anything further about her ordeal.  Relieved she hadn’t 
told them about the invisible friends that now accompanied her, whispering sweetness 
into her head, and then tormenting & mocking her randomly with evil threats!  Voices 
that echoed from the universe.  Often accompanied with static sounds and piercing 
pitches, penetrating deeply into her head & ears.  Sometimes - shrieking so loudly, her 
head would vibrate.  Sounds - so similar to a radio playing, slightly off the station.   
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Tormenting her 24/7 
They knew everything she did - And commented! 

Privacy was now a thing of the Past! 
Hell was the New Beginning! 

Due to how ill she had become, she was unable to stay focused on her management job 
requirements, and was finding it impossible to do a full days work.   She had no choice 
but to take a lower paid, part time cleaning job. To survive financially she had to move 
into cheaper, rundown accommodation and was a regular visitor to the local food bank. 

Any Dreams of fulfilling Future Goals – No longer a Reality. 

As if her ordeal wasn’t already unbearable, she would also come home to find someone 
had been inside her house - and they wanted her to know!  This became a regular 
occurrence.  Strange games were being played and many items got tampered with. Eg: 
Her fridge mysteriously turned off at the wall, all frozen items no longer safe to eat.  
Various food items would often taste odd.  Items were also moved around in her home. 
Often items she had used recently. Sometimes these items were swapped for similar 
ones eg: a beige light shade being swapped for a lighter coloured one.  Carefully set for 
only her to notice and swapped back to the original setting a day or so after she had 
noticed.  Electrical appliances would breakdown a lot – but suddenly work when others 
were present. The list of bizarre but carefully orchestrated tactics multiplied. So well 
organised – Proof was impossible to get. There was…

 
 

Never any sign of a forced break-in. 

Changing locks didn’t stop the problem. 

Hidden video cameras often showed scrambled footage that others blamed on a faulty 
camera. Eileen new the camera wasn’t faulty – she had had it checked, but  strangely, 
the report letter stating this - disappeared from her home, and the technician later 
claimed, no knowledge of having written a letter to her. The more she reported her 
ordeal to law enforcement, the less she was believed, and the higher the risk became of 
being committed to a Mental Institution.  Her ordeal so carefully coordinated to make her 
sound nuts…  

She again learnt -To stop reporting her Issues  

And continued to suffer - In Silence. 

Even going down to the local shops became an ordeal for Eileen.  A high amount of 
strangers started to abuse/insult her for NO apparent reason.  Verbal and non-verbal 
tactics were used.  Again nothing she could prove. 
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As Bizarre things were Constantly Ongoing, 

Friends, Family & Colleagues… 

Started to turn their backs on her.   

Eileen was made to feel silly when she explained one bizarre ordeal after another to 
others.  No one really believed her.  Often she was asked… 

“Why would someone do this to you anyway?” 

“Why are you singled out?” 

(Questions she asked herself – Questions she couldn’t answer) 

Even though she had NO proof, she continued to tell the TRUTH.  She knew she wasn’t 
going nuts, and had guessed that she was not likely to be, the only one experiencing 
these horrific issues.  Things were too well organised for her to be the only one.  All she 
wanted was to be taken seriously, and to have an investigation done, so the hell would 
stop.  It seemed it was up to her to prove the impossible, as her continuous cries for help 
- Had fallen on deaf ears. 

So deeply Betrayed by those that should help her! 

The abandonment by those that she should have been able to count on – made her feel 
alone, chastised & punished.  Her invisible voice intruders, gloating, mocking, laughing - 
enjoying every minute. 

Now Isolated and more Frightened than ever, 

Eileen spent her spare time Researching. 
Then the Door of Knowledge Opened… 

After she spent the last of her savings on a computer and started to search, she 
eventually came across many others from all over the world – The number countless. 
These people came from many different backgrounds, cultures, educational & income 
levels, and are known as Targeted Individuals. She found that Children and pets are 
not exempt from the victim count either.  All… 

Experiencing the same Devastating Ordeals as Her! 

Including… 

Effects of being stunned - so they cannot move! 
 With Excruciating Pain & Deep burning to… 

 Selected - Body parts. 
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Some felt a Beam on them at these Times… 
And were able to move out of the beam range to seek some reprieve, until, they moved 
back into the beam range.  Sadly when one feels they are out of the range – they often 
find that they can be awoken from sleep during the night, with the beam penetrating 
deep into their body.  Demonstrating, its torturous effects.  

Note: 

1: Not all victims feel this remotely run beam, as often the beam is too wide to  
    distinguish as being a beam - coming from a directed source.   But the effect of it is  
    often excruciating. 

2: Many awake in the morning feeling extremely ill and deeply burnt – to the extent the     
    selected body part/s can feel bruised. 

3: The un-natural electrical type energy now in the body - can take days, weeks, months    
     to disperse, creating many ill health effects in the process.   

4: Usually others near/next to the victim or in the same house, DON’T feel these     
     effects.  Resulting in the victims losing more credibility and being believed – even    
     less. 

The after effects can last for Days - Weeks - Months 

 

5: The victim soon realises they are being watched, as no matter where they go within 
    their home, when out, or in a new home or country – they eventually/continuously 
    experience the same directed tactics.  Any reprieve – near impossible to get. 

6:  Often when a victim is trying to get help or close to being believed by some    
     one that may be able to help – the torturous effects reach extreme levels as an  
     attempt, to prevent the victim from being able to explain their issue, to achieve the    
     help needed.   

EG: Some examples 

 Sleep deprivation beforehand – so victim sleeps through appointment time or 
looks drugged out. 

 Continuous electrifying currents to the head – to create extreme headache &    
           various neurological effects, including temporary memory blanks, dizziness.  

 Tampering with vehicle so the appointment is missed etc 
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                               Some Common Symptoms  

                                                                                                                                                       
                    
                   Electrical currents running into/through various body parts 
                                    Electrical shocks to various body parts 
                                        Electrical jolts to random body parts 
                                        Deep pain/aches various body parts 
                    Burning sensations to various body parts (often internally)  
                                Pressure in the head and various body parts 
                                     Clicking/popping, sounds in the head 
                                            Heart problems, palpitations 
                                                     Major organ failure  
                                                        Various cancers   
                                             Involuntary body movements  
                                          Forced speech, stuttering, gagging 
                                                     Slow memory recall 
                                      Erased memory of set periods of time  
                            Continuous headaches (that pain relief cannot fix)  

   Ear aches, ear hums, buzzing, clicking   
   Piercing high pitches & static sounds inside ears 

                                                   Sensitivity to chemicals 
                         (also known as MCS – Multiple Chemical Sensitivity) 
                                                Sudden unconsciousness  
                                                  Irregular sleep patterns 
                               Mimicked voices/conversations to the head  

(But no one is there) 
Sore/achy muscles – for no apparent reason 

Drained – for no apparent reason 
                                                                Rashes 

 

                                    

                                          

Note: 

                           A victim doesn't always look as sick as they are. 
                           The pain levels these victims endure is often excruciating. 
                           Pain relief – is often of NO Help to reduce pain. 
                           The effects can come on suddenly and stop suddenly. 
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Eileen and countless others experience voices to the head… 

 

But don’t have any history of Mental illness. 

 

These voices often seem to be coming, 
From an external source… 

From behind the head, 
As if someone is playing a radio tape. 

Often Chattering - 24/7 
 

 Some have reported hearing recordings of other people having a conversation    
at these times.    

 The voices can be in various languages to any one victim. 

 Often the voices mimic a loved ones voice. 

 Often play a love/hate game with the victim…  Commenting on what the victim 
does in negative/positive ways.  

 It is not unusual for one to be awoken from a deep sleep by these voices, & at      
times to be accompanied with sharp but deep pitch’s, a hum, hissing & static 
sounds. 

 It is CRUCIAL for the victim NOT to TRUST these voices - as the objective is to 
get the victim to trust them – then to command the victim to be irrational and 
worst case scenario, to commit a serious crime – such as murder.  Or to 
eventually commit suicide! 

 Did YOU Know… 
         The cause of these voices is most likely to be,  

TECHNOLOGICAL 
And in-fact - NOT likely to be, 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

See why on following pages…. 
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Modern day Technologies have Created… 
 

An Easy Way to Invisibly… 
Abuse an Individuals Body, Mind & Privacy 

by 
Attacking/Tracking/Torturing, 

From a Remote Location. 

Technologies that leave NO Trace! 

Eileens voices to the Head are known as…  

Artificial Telepathy, Synthetic Telepathy, Voice to skull (V2k) 
(MindTech – Sweden) 

The experience of “Artificial Telepathy” is really not that extraordinary.  
It’s as simple as receiving a cell-phone call in one’s head. 

 Most of the technology involved is exactly identical to that of cell-phone 
technology.  

 Satellites link the sender and the receiver. 
            A computer “multiplexer” routes the voice signal of the sender through       
            microwave towers to a very specifically defined location or cell. 

 The “receiver” is located and tracked with pinpoint accuracy, to within a few feet 
            of actual location. 

 

But the receiver is NOT a cell phone. It’s a Human Brain! 

**************** 

Some history 

During World War II, Military technicians working in the vicinity of radar antennas 
discovered they could hear buzzing, clicking sounds. It appeared to be coming from 
inside their skulls. This buzzing & clicking was being caused by the invisible waves, of 
very short pulses of microwave/radio frequency signals.  Each pulse causing a single 
click. More research revealed, The Mind Has No Firewall - resulting in successfully 
being able to beam voices/sounds directly into an individuals head – from a remote 
distance. 

(More about Voices to the head)  
&  

(Histories, Declassified docs etc of the Technologies that create this) 
Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links - Section: BOOKLET 2 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 
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Dr Barry Trower speaks out about these Technologies… 
Retired Military Specialist, Physicist, former Agent. 

(Re Interview: ‘30 Minute Reality Update’ ) 
(Re Interview:  MI5 agent Dr. Barrie Trower: Dangerous Radiation Everywhere) 

 

Former Agent reveals - How Intelligence Agencies 

Misuse Microwave Frequencies, 
To 

Influence People's Bodies, 

Including the Brain! 
 

These Invisible Frequencies can induce… 

 Fake symptoms of real pain & illnesses anywhere in the body. 

 Fake symptoms of Mental illness to the extent a psychiatrist cannot tell the 
difference. Including beaming voices into the head.  (Resulting in many 
innocent victims being institutionalised!) 

 Real heart attacks, Organ failures as well as fake symptoms of these. 

 Various thoughts and behaviours – that are not naturally your own. 

 The various capabilities of these technologies can track, see & hear everything a 
chosen victim does and says.  Even in the privacy of ones home. 

The Usages & Effects Induced by these Technologies  
are near 

Impossible to Prove! 
Most of these Technologies & the usages of them are derived from Government 
departments such as the Military, Intelligence agencies, various hospitals & 
subcontracted to various privatised organisations. 

Innocent Citizens are Chosen Randomly 

 For research of… 
Medical, Weaponry & Behaviour Modification/Control. 

Without Notification or Prior Consent! 

This all made sense to Eileen – She now knew how the torturous beam could find her – 
no matter how she tried to hide, and why no forms of extra security in her home 
stopped the break-ins and tampering etc.  All tactics common to Targeted Individuals. 

(To view video Interviews with Dr Barry Trower) 
 (More about what these Technologies & the reasons behind beaming voices into the head) 

Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links – Section: BOOKLET 2 
http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com/
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In Addition to these Technologies the Microchip plays a part…. 

Illegal Implanting of the Human Being,  
Has become a Trend. 

Particularly for … 
Targeted Individuals like Eileen. 

Eileen found she had a Microchip inside her! 
Without her Prior Knowledge or Consent 

  (Another form of the Technologies discussed on page 9) 

 
The RFID Microchip is usually smaller than a grain of rice and operates like a tiny 
computer. Once inserted/activated it can be used for tracking, recording & monitoring… 

Over the past few years the general public has been familiarised, with microchip 
technologies being  inserted into bank cards, medical records/devices, passports, pets & 
various grocery items (within the barcode) etc.  As the 21

st
 century unfolds, more is 

publicised about the amazing benefits of the microchip: Eg - To help a blind person to 
see, a deaf person to hear, a paralysed person to move etc. 

What is NOT discussed so OPENLY 

Is 

The Microchip can easily – Be used as a Weapon 

When accessed Remotely - by the Wrong Hands. 

And is also Susceptible to Catching a Virus & being Hacked into. 
(Just like any other computer interfaced device.) 

Eileen and many other Targeted Individuals have found… 
 Any X-rays/reports  they have had showing possible implants – vanish from the  

            practitioners office as well as any copies the victim has at home. 

 Most Doctors & Legal entities do NOT want to get involved as to who/how/when 
these implants got inside the body. 

 In many cases when an individual asks for an x-ray because they feel they have 
been implanted – They are often classed as mentally ill and admitted to a mental 
institution, against their will – With NO x-ray done! 

For information on what to do - If you think you have been illegally Implanted:- 
Contact the ’International Center Against Abuse of Covert Technologies’ 

http://www.icaact.org 

(For more information on the Benefits, Risks, Histories of Microchips & Victim Testimonies etc) 
Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links – Section: BOOKLET 2 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 

http://www.icaact.org/
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Eileen Was Nothing but an Experiment…. WHY? 

Eileen was made aware quite early in her ordeal, that the tactics done to her were very 

deliberate, organised & professionalised.  Leaving her totally gob-smacked, when she 

found out, that she was nothing but an experimental guinea pig, in the eyes of many 

trusted professionals. 

Many times - Questioning Herself 

WHY ME? 
What have I Done Wrong? 

WHO is BEHIND this? 

As Retired Military Specialist, Physicist and former Agent Dr Barry Trower  
(Informed us in the video interviews on page 10)… 

Eileen hadn’t done anything Wrong!  

 She was simply just – Chosen! 

These deliberate UNETHICAL experiments for Medical, Weaponry & Behaviour 
modification/control research are done by government scientists on unwitting citizens, by 
beaming invisible microwave frequencies on them! Funded by many governmental 
departments, such as: Military, Intelligence agencies with various stages being carried 
out in other governmental departments such as hospitals, institutions, prisons etc, and 
sub contracted to various privatised organisations.  

With  

 
(In Active use – for Decades) 

 Able to Track, Record, Torture & Kill  

 Set to destruct any pacific organ/s of an individual – the Brain 
is not exempt! 

 Set to mimic any  symptom of any injury or illness 

 Capabilities to give any real illness 

 Creation of Fake Mental illness   

 SUICIDE - Classed as a GOOD RESULT! 

 

 

(For more information about these Technologies) 
Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links – Section: BOOKLET 2 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 
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These Scientists are ABOVE the LAW! 

(They are NOT held ACCOUNTABLE for their ACTIONS!) 

 
 

Their research  
&  

Technologies they work with, 

 Are often under the, 

BANNER of CLASSIFIED INFORMATION! 

 
Scientists employed by the Government… 

PROTECTED 
by the 

‘Official Secrecy ACT!’ 

(A License to Kill!) 
 

 

 

Those working with sensitive information (usually in governmental departments) are 
commonly required to sign a statement to the effect that they agree, to abide by the 
restrictions of the Official Secrets Act.  

The Official Secrecy ACT - is a LAW 

It’s not a contract, and individuals are bound by it whether or not they have signed it. 
Signing it is intended more as a reminder to the person that they are under such 
obligations. It is common to sign this statement both before and after a period of 
employment that involves access to secrets. Violating this Law is punishable. 

History tells us there have been many Top Secret… 
Human Experiments - Done in the past. 

MKULTRA -  A series of illegal unethical experiments involving  covert applications of 
chemicals, hypnosis, torture, sensory deprivation, electric shocks, isolation, verbal & 
sexual abuse -  is a well known example of a governmental experiment! 

(For more informations about MKULTRA & many proven cases of  illegal Human Experimentation) 
Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links – Section: BOOKLET 2 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 
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So Why have I NOT Heard of this Before? 

There has been a lack of public awareness into these experiments both past & present. 

Mainstream media outlets…  

Often have Silence Bans & Threats placed upon them,  

Ensuring Silence! 

Enabling the Deadly Abuse to Continue! 

Many of the Proven Cases - on previous page 

Were NOT Investigated,  

Because the Victims reported their Cases. 

They were In-fact…  

Uncovered by Accident  – WITH PROOF – Decades later! 

NOTE:  Many of the recorded illegal experimentations report they are based in the U.S. 
History tells us, they usually branched out into other countries too – But due to lack of 
public awareness & knowledge in other countries, many cases never got an 
investigation. 
Targeted Individuals - all over the world, have reported their cases to law enforcement, 
politicians etc - With a common result of – Ignorance & NO thorough investigation done. 

 
Many honest doctors and legal professionals are NOT taught about these histories or 
the capabilities these technologies have – resulting in NO training to investigate current 
& future cases of these barbaric experiments.  Nor are many of them interested in 
learning when a Targeted Individual advises them of the histories, current declassified 
documents etc.  It is also NOT uncommon for any reports that have some proof to what 
the victim is saying –To go missing from the writer and the victims’ home. 
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Some History into the Psychological Attacks & Home Invasions…  

(Done easily with illegal Tracking Methods) 

As a big goal in this crime is to break down the individual psychologically – more 
methods are usually applied.  Psychopaths determined to make the victim jobless, 
destitute & isolated.   An easy task to accomplish when one has access to these 
remotely run technologies to track the target at all times, with an endless supply of 
criminal elements (including in white collar circles), to carry out the ongoing stalking and 
associated tactics etc.   

Tactics are usually accomplished with little or NO substantial evidence to incriminate 
these perpetrators.  

All of this is done Cleverly/Secretly, 

And is usually known only to the Attackers, 

And the Victims! 
Other people around the victim are usually oblivious as to what is going on. Interestingly, 
these stalkers can be found in every level of society. This type of harassment is known 
as Stalking, Gang stalking, Cause Stalking, Street theatre. Some examples of abuse… 

  Bullying at work, & eventually by some friends and family. 

  Gang stalking - A high amount of rude people in crowds abuse/insult for no  
 apparent reason.  (Using both verbal and non-verbal communication).            

  Up to 20 or more strangers strategically placed giving hateful looks – for no  
 apparent reason.  This scenario starts to happen every time the target  
goes out.  Sometimes it looks like they have some kind of skit/scheme and the 
harassment follows a pattern.  When it achieves a certain goal, they reset 
themselves and it starts all over again. It can take many different expressions. 
eg: Skit may change to attackers doing a set body movement each time you 
have eye contact etc. 

   Break-ins with no sign of forced entry – household items moved around & 
       put back to original setting – once noticed by the victim. Vandalism to  

  various items.  Food tampering.  Sabotage of computer & electrical  
       appliances.  Many of these tactics were derived from the illegal  
       Cointelpro Programme - run by various law enforcement officials. 

   Cointelpro a (Counter Intelligence Programme) was a series of covert 
  and often illegal projects conducted by the United States (Federal Bureau 
  of Investigation) FBI aimed at surveying, infiltrating, discrediting, and  
  disrupting domestic… 

   NOTE: They say it stopped and was only in the U.S – Not true… 

(More about these Tactics, Cointelpro and the Histories of them) 
Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links – Section: BOOKLET 2 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 
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So what Happened to Eileen in the End? 

Eileen thought she had it all once… Like countless others did. 

Until early 2004 when… 

Her life was completely Invaded – Sabotaged! 

Having endured these horrific tactics that continued to escalate for over 7 years and… 

Left with:- 

 Ill health  

 In constant pain 

 Jobless & penniless 

 Forced to live in a rundown area  

 Isolated and abandoned from the ones she thought she could count on  

 With NO SIGN of any long-term protection from these torturous tactics 

 Eileen was…   

Driven to SUICIDE! 

 

      

Rest in Peace Eileen 

 

A Sad Reality for - So many victims that are Ignored! 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

 

       YOU, Your Family, Your loved 

ones! 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Victims are Simply – Chosen Randomly! 
(NOT chosen because they did something Wrong!) 

        (A global problem) 
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What Can YOU do? 

This crime is carefully but professionally orchestrated,  
 To make the victim  

LOOK, SOUND & to eventually go Mental! 

Hidden Technologies used Covertly! 
Enabling easy access to harm the Victim from a Remote Distance! 

Technologies that leave NO Trace! 

A Crime that can Happen to Anyone! 

Help educate others…  

Your family, friends, colleagues… 
By sharing these information’s. 

(To enhance the chance of a thorough investigation into these Crimes) 

                                                             
Feel free to conveniently leave a flyer on a table in a Cafe, Library, Bus stop, Mall… 

To 
Prevent this Horrendous Crime Continuing into, 

FUTURE GENERATIONS! 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 
The Time to ACT - Is NOW! 

To PRINT BOOKLET or FLYERS 
 Visit Page: Booklet-Public awareness & Informative Links – Section-BOOKLET 2  

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 
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Please contact a group near you. 

 

International Center Against Abuse of Covert Technologies 
(U.S & Europe) 

http://www.icaact.org 
 

Association Against the Abuse of Psychophysical Weapons 
(Germany) 

http://tortures.oyla.de/cgi-bin/hpm_homepage.cgi 
 

Freedom From Covert Harassment & Surveillance  
(U.S) 

http://www.freedomfchs.com 
 

Organised Crime of Covert Electronic Assault NZ 
 (New Zealand) 

http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com 
 

Targeted Individuals Europe 
http://targeted-individuals-europe.com 

 
MindTech  
(Sweden) 

http://www.mindcontrol.se 

 
 

 

 Targeted Individuals 

http://www.icaact.org/
http://targeted-individuals-europe.com/
http://www.mindcontrol.se/


 

 

 
She Cried out – Nobody Came! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Scared of looking like a Fool,  

I chose to Ignore her… 

It turned out - she was telling the Truth - after all! 

Now I am the biggest fool ever. 

 She is gone.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Would you turn your back? 


